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Current Landscape of Patient Recruitment in Clinical Trials

Clinical trials play a critical role in drug development but often suffer because of insufficient, inaccurate and expensive 
patient recruitment process. 

\ Average cost of drug 
development is               
$2.5B - $3B

\ Median cost of conducting 
clinical trials is                  
$19M - $20M

\ Loss due to delayed 
recruitment are                  
$1M - $5M

\ Recruitment costs adds to 
40% of clinical trial 
expenditure 
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Discover / User Journey – Clinical Trial Coordinator  

James Morrison
Age: 39 Years Location: New York, USA

Position: Coordinator Experience: Over 10 Years

Scenario
James wants to recruit adequate number of patients for the trial
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Pain Points
Large data volume
Duplicate data entry
Unstructured form data
Human error

Time Consuming
Fear of missing matching patients
Verify matching criteria manually

Lack of simultaneous continuous 
process of finding patients and 
recruit them
Limited subject cohort

Fear of losing patient trust because 
of the prolonged process
Manual paperwork delays trial 
procedures
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So many trials?
Too much data.

Tedious job 
check every 

detail manually
Lets recheck

Want a smart 
system to identify 
matching patients

Want an efficient 
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patients in time
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Need more cohesive system to 

recruit sufficient number of 
patients

Did I miss 
any Potential 
patient???
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communication
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caring. Wish to 
retain enrolled 

patients



Smart Trials — Generative AI Powered Cohort Identification

Current Landscape

Benefits
\ Reduce patient recruitment cost by 60%.

\ Increase the clinical trial success rate by 30% using better cohort selection.

\ Reduce annotation time by 50 - 60% for custom model creation to convert 
unstructured to structured data.

LLM based workbench tools for 
Clinical Trials

80% 
Faster Patient 
Matching

60% 
Cost Savings

Average cost of drug development is $2.5B - $3B

Median cost of conducting clinical trials is $19M - $20M

Loss due to delayed recruitment range from $1M - $5M

Recruitment costs adds to 40% of clinical trial expenditure 

Criteria Extraction

Annotation Assistant

Chat Interface for Data & Doc

Patient Centric Clinical Trials



Large Language Model based tools to accelerate clinical trials

Annotator Assist

\ Tool to warm-start annotations of 
protocol documents for extracting 
eligibility criteria

\ Uses LLM’s to auto annotate eligibility 
criteria from protocol documents

\ Helps to reduce 50% - 60% of overall 
time required for annotations

\ The LLM based annotated data is 
verified by SME and can be used to 
train local models for better criteria 
extraction

Chat Protocol

\ An efficient BOT to “chat” with protocol 
document for clinical trails

\ LLM techniques such as chaining and 
embeddings are used to make chats 
senseful

\ Takes queries in natural language, does 
semantic search to provide most 
accurate answer while staying within 
boundaries of the document

\ Real time answers saving time to 
browse hundreds of pages

Protocol Assist

\ Generates a baseline editable template 
for clinical trials 

\ Uses NLP techniques like text 
clustering, summarization, natural 
language generation

\ Gives head-start in creating the protocol 
document for clinical trials by providing 
baseline content

\ Reduces the time taken to write a 
clinical trial protocol document



Accelerate your clinical trials by partnering with Persistent

2

3

1
Accelerate product building using existing accelerators while expanding into 
new technologies (Ex: LLMs)

Provide product roadmaps for new use cases by bringing deep domain expertise 
to the technology

Drive business growth with high quality services at a lower cost



Technical details



Oncology CT High Level Architecture Diagram

1. Inclusion and exclusion 
criteria are extracted 
from the protocol 
document

2. The criteria are passed 
to NER model (LLM / 
local model) to extract 
key entities

3. Patient data set is filtered 
based on the extracted 
key entities

4. The filter returns those 
patients which are 
eligible for the clinical 
trials

5. The scoring model will 
rank the patients based 
on who will benefit the 
most from clinical trial
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Annotator Assist: Fast-pace your annotations [1]

\ Need for annotation: protocol documents annotations can be time consuming

\ Varied tools for annotation

\ Idea: use of LLM’s to fast-track the annotations !

\ Were conscious of cost factor and IP while calling API’s

\ Tool to warm-start annotations of protocol documents for extracting eligibility criteria

\ Uses LLM’s to auto annotate eligibility criteria from protocol documents

\ Helps to reduce 50% - 60% of overall time required for annotations

\ The LLM based annotated data is verified by SME and can be used to train local models for better criteria extraction



Annotator Assist: Fast-pace your annotations [2]

Generic Pipeline LLM Pipeline Local Model Pipeline

Converts annotated 
data into trainable 

format
Trains model Evaluates model

Captured evaluation 
matrices

Updated model 
ready

Annotate using LLM Annotate using local 
model

Select Protocol 
Document

Extract relevant 
section

Create prompt and 
call LLM API Call local model API

Process results from 
LLM and display 

result to user

Process results from 
local NER model and 
display result to user

User verifies / 
updates the data

User verifies / 
updates the data

Market annotation 
complete



Fast Tracking Annotations using Large Language Models (LLMs)
Example Pathology Text Reports

Challenges

\ Need for manual annotation by specialists
\ Pathology report annotations are tedious & time consuming
\ Data privacy and Security concerns

Solutions

\ Building reliable models for faster & accurate annotations of 
huge datasets

\ Developing proprietary solution that can toggle between LLM 
API’s and locally trained NLP Model

Sample Pathology Report User review for extracted entities Final Extracted entities



Demo Screenshots



Demo— OncoClinician / Clinical Trial Coordinator



Demo - Chat with your data



Demo – Convert Unstructured data – Structured data using GenAI



Thank You!


